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About This Content

Take a bullet-laden trip through musical history! Get the crowd off its feet with the power of polka, set those hepcats a-swinging
with big band, indulge your refined side with some classical, and then start the moshpit with some heavy metal.
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Deffo a nostalgia trip, sucks that the launch wasnt smooth and that the hours played are not counted properly. But for any fan of
old grindy mmo's its a treat. First few minutes of game = horrendous and sterile...
Steam, yes you steam... these indie starters are gettin out of hand ain't it...
slippery slope there.... This game has such a hard story. So for all who could bring life to this very promising project(IMHO), do
it. It has a list of flaws but i'll give it a shot to see what devs can come up with. Right now i really liked art style and combat, it's
much needed to improve, but i hope it will be done even better.. A great game for those who like to create ships, form their
empire, and destroy planets. Star Ruler offers many technologies that will make your ship superior in combat and for domestic
issues.. For the price it's not bad, this one has 33 levels. The puzzles aren't that difficult but now and again you might get a little
stuck as to what to do. It's a little weird and macabre but that makes it something a little different than the norm.. Okay - very
simple game, you can't play through. It's just a little survival mode steering your ball not into obstacles. Slowly it gets faster +
faster, but it's still very, very easy cause the obstacles are the same after 5 minutes and don't vary.
One of the "hardest" achievement is to survive 180 seconds, but this is not a big deal! I personally suck in those games and could
make it to ~ 440 points\/seconds easily!
Bad are 2 achievements - catching the rare Virus 25 times is taking some time - even more to die 100 times...thats just
annoying..

Only 3\/10, but still recommend cause cheap, easy to complete achievements + cards!. Super short VN. But I do recommend
this game, especially if you’re starting to get into VNs and want a quick experience. Obviously, not all VNs are like this one
(although this one might be short but it’s really better than a lot of other games of its kind around Steam), but I guess it might a
good start for beginners. The art style is pretty good, BG and BGM were fantastic too. Story and characters were kinda cliche,
but it’s okay.

4/10. Get this game only on sale and/or if you’re starting to get into visual novels. If you already like this kind of game, Sword
Daughter might bore you. (I wasn't bored, tho. Haha). Gran Vitreous is a highly polished, FAST paced 2d twin stick space
shooter with rogue light elements and a deep skill tree\/level up system(say that once fast). It's got lots of loot and great graphics
with tons of mesmerizing particle effects. Catchy tunes and punchy sound effects. GV also has fantastic writing and complex
yet streamlined RPG style menus and UI. Addictive and highly recommended.. A huge range of games are being released
regularly in the world. Independent developers, as well as titanic corporations with multimillion budgets produce these games.
Reflection of Mine is a game made in fact by one person. And it is amazing! Against the countless soulless assasins, dull Call of
Duty series, monotonous GTAs and lots of MMO games that differ from each other only in decorations, and have cosmic
ammounts of money spent on developing and PR, Reflection of Mine looks like a ray of light in the darkness. It is exceedingly
atmospheric. It captures and holds you. It is unique (at least for me: I don't know many games of this genre, but among the ones
I know there is nothing like Reflection of Mine).

When you start to play, the eye immediately catches the author's attention to details. Levels are well designed and drawn. You
can see various game mechanics on different levels of Reflection of Mine, they make the game diverse. The main character of
Lilly is deeply developed, you easily beleive in her very existance and in her history from the first moments of the game. Music
in the game is a subject of a special attention. It ideally suits the game, it complements game's atmosphere and it organically gets
used to the world of the game. It is easily memorable. I haven't met a soundtrack of such a quality from the times of the first
Space Rangers game.

Reflection of Mine is a difficult game. It is a puzzle, and it really makes you puzzle over its solution very hard. It is not easy to
complete the levels, but if you want to get game achievements, you have to blow up your brain! If you are a person who don't
like hard and difficult tasks, this game is not for you. Reflection of Mine is made as good as were made good old fashioned
games of the period when developers didn't follow users' whims like "this game is bad because it is too difficult to play".

And when you think like "Oh God! This game was made by only one person! That can't be true!" But you know it is true, and
you want to get back to this game over and over again. And I can't say this about huge modern games made by corporations.
Thats it. Reflection of Mine is a marvelous, fabulous project, made with soul and author's love to his creation.
Thank you for this game! And good wishes!
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The game lets you play as Furudo Erika and Dlanor A. Knox and prove the validity of the Natsuhi-culprit theory. The game lets
you play as Battler and resolve the duel between Shannon and Kanon. The game lets you explore the Ushiromiya family
members' alibis as Rosa and Battler. Beatrice, Lucifer, Ronove, and Virgilia are all playable characters. And if you understood
what all that means, this is the game for you.

All of the dialogue between characters and the little scenes between battles is fully translated. From what I can tell, it looks like
a pretty darn faithful translation too. That, for me, makes it a buy.

The game also does not force you to fight Black Battler at the end of each arcade mode. He starts out locked, but unlocking him
is pretty easy.

Really, if you're an Umineko fan and you finished the story, go ahead and get it. If you just want a fighting game and you don't
at all know the background, you will be very confused by the characters and what their special moves are. (You might enjoy it
regardless, but you won't know at all what's going on and it's gonna come off as bizarre.)

Seven stakes out of seven.

edit: The command list is now fully translated.. Fourth in the series, you are called back to the Lost Lands by the Wanderer, a
ship captain cursed to wander the many worlds in a spiritual state, and to bring catastrophe to any world he visits. Possibly
including their total annihilation. Better get to work breaking the curse.

The plot is engaging, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Get in the bundle.. Out of 408 games at the time of
writing this, I can still proudly call this the worst purchase I've made on Steam to this day. I bought Damnation on release day
due to hype, and learned a very valuable lesson -- ok, I didn't, I've still bought trash since. A few other titles have put up a hard
fight to dethrone Damnation as worst game I've bought on Steam, but Damnation fought them off and still sits proudly as King
on a throne of garbage.

Addition: Plenty of people have gone into what's wrong with the game, so my review doesn't need to repeat after everyone else.
The point of my review is to emphasize how much I regretted the purchase and how much it disappointed me -- so badly that the
day of the Steam review system launching (1648 days after buying Damnation), the very first thing I thought to do was find this
particular game in my list to give it the biggest thumbs down I could.. This is not DLC, it's something that should've been in the
base game, not worth it if you didn't get the season pass.

DLC implies content that changes the game majorly and this doesn't, DLC shouldn't exsist to begin with....

Also nothing "endless" about this challenge.. I married a German; every night I dress up as Poland and he invades me.. I really
like the base game, which is a well-thought-out combination of several ideas:
- German units are individually much stronger than Russian units, but outnumbered by the Russians.
- Supply line and weather are more important factors than enemy units. If just a single very weak enemy unit gets through your
lines and interrupts your supply, or if you lead your forces deep into enemy territory without making sure they have adequate
supply, you lose even against very outnumbered and week forces.
- In single-player games you always play the attacking side, so you have to conquer map hexes that lie behind the enemy lines at
the beginning of a scenario. This means that you constantly have to attack even if this involves losing units. Since units aren't
carried over from one scenario to the other (unlike in the Panzer General\/Corps games), sacrificing units in order to break
through the enemy and advance toward the victory hexes is a must. If you don't attack with units that you know you will lose but
that will weaken the enemy so another unit can eventually defeat it, you are unable to meet the turn limit and lose.
- The computer player always tries to exploit weak points in your frontline and break through it, or outflank you, to cut off your
supply line. Other than this, the computer player is relatively passive and doesn't attack, which makes perfect sense since it
already controls all victory hexes at the beginning of a scenario.
- The turn limits in the base game are set up so that the player constantly has to make progress with the offensive, otherwise
even the turn limit for the simple victory is hard to achieve. But there are also two further turn limit levels. Brilliant victory
means that all victory hexes must be conquered by the time limit that is specified for each, which is usually very hard to do.
Decisive victory is easier, it just means that a slightly stricter turn limit must be met than for "simple" victory. Decisive and
brilliant victory are hard to achieve but are often necessary in the base game because they are needed to unlock further scenarios
in the campaign. If you don't meet decisive victory conditions in basically every scenario, you don't see much of the campaign.
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So the game strongly encourages you not simply to win, but to figure out what the weak points of the enemy are (these are
basically never obvious) so you can beat them with a decisive or even brilliant victory to be able to play locked scenarios. This is
probably what reviewers of the base game mean when the write that Unity of Command is a puzzle game.

This formula is unchanged in the two expansions for the game (this one and the Black Turn expansion), but scenario design at
least in this expansion is poor, as if the designer(s) didn't understand what the game is about. Although the Soviets historically
beat the crap out of the Germans, so they surely must have been much more powerful, the counterattack agains the Germans
can't have been this easy. The Soviet campaign in the base game is quite challenging, which is probably much more realistic.
The scenarios in the Red Turn expansion are so easy that it is straightforward to achieve a brilliant victory on the first try in
almost every scenario.
The defenses of the enemy are partly weak because even though they start the scenario with entrenched units, the AI is for some
reason not happy at all with the initial placement of the units, so it moves them around the front without attacking the player,
just to have its units switch places. This makes no sense at all, keeping a unit entrenched is basically always a better defensive
strategy than switching it with a unit two hexes away. Apart from not making sense, this always is very annoying since the AI
takes ages to reorder its frontline in the first turn of the scenario, moving most of its units around. If the scenario designer(s)
had simply placed the units in a way that the AI is more or less happy with, this would have been avoided.

So this is an uninspired and rather boring expansion to a great base game. It is very easy to beat and consequently offers next to
no replay value. The Black Turn expansion, while still not nearly as good as the base game and offering few incentives to replay
scenarios, is much more challenging and interesting than this one.. an enjoyably gory side-scrolling stick figure shooter... pretty
short but fairly challenging, especially for aspiring achievement hunters such as myself & would recommend to kill a few hours,
or several.. I was informed that this was a sweet, ultra kawaii dating sim.
The lack of catgirls and anime cliches has broken my trust in this company.

I have however discovered that this is a kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665brawler where my dreams of using someones
arm to beat their stupid face off can finally come true.
That's right folks, you finally have the chance to break limbs off your friends and jeer maniacally whilst doing so.
Ruin friendships with grenades and charge off edges whilst shouting LEEEEROOOOYYYY JENNNNKIIIIINNSSSSS!!!
The time is now - cause some Carnage.. Great its very hard but its good
Also you may want a controller
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